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  3D reconstruction is important as a method to represent the real world 
environment using a 3D digital model. The emergence of the Lytro light field camera 
in the market has opened up new possibilities for researchers to explore 3D 
reconstruction with this easily obtained off-the-shelf product. By using depth 
information contained in the camera, 3D reconstruction of real life objects is made 
possible. However, despite its huge potential, 3D reconstruction based on light field 
technology is still insufficiently explored. In this work, a map is obtained by using 
two different responses of the image, namely defocus and correspondence response, 
and combining both responses to get a clearer and better depth map. In the beginning 
stage of research, one image with a fixed point of focus is being selected as object of 
study and exported in multiple file formats. Some of it contains all the light field 
information of Lytro image, while others contain selective information such as depth 
data or representation of 2D image. At the initial stage, a preliminary depth map was 
obtained but the depth representation was not clear and obvious. In the end a 3D 
depth map that has the outline and shape of a real object studied was generated. It 
was later found out that defocus analysis can be improved by reducing the defocus 
analysis radius. All in all, a 3D depth map can be successfully obtained from light 
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1.1     BACKGROUND 
 
3D reconstruction is a process that aims to produce a 3D digital model as its 
end product. The 3D digital model produced is able to represent a real world 
environment in terms of its shape, appearance and dimensions [1]. 3D digital models 
can be useful for applications such as reverse engineering, quality control or 
metrology inspection, industrial design, entertainment industry, or even 
documentation of cultural artefacts. The ability to obtain 3D digital models 
effectively and accurately can save time and effort if compared to measurements by 
hand or tools. 
Few methods are available for 3D reconstruction, such as using a laser range 
finder (LiDAR), a Kinect camera, or a time-of-flight terrestrial 3D range scanner [2]. 
A laser range finder produces high density and high quality depth data, but often 
requires complicated and extensive algorithms to process the data to be useful for 3D 
reconstruction [1]. In certain cases, modifications of camera had to be done, such as 
masking the aperture and modifying the lenses, besides the hassle of modifying the 
camera, masking the aperture would reduce the amount light captured by the camera. 
Other professional 3D reconstruction equipment such as a time-of-flight terrestrial 
3D range scanner promises good results, but are very expensive and inflexible, 
therefore, only applicable in certain situations such as doing a 3D reconstruction for 
a building where there is an open space with flat ground. A Kinect camera on the 
other hand, is a low cost commercially available equipment that can provide useful 
depth data, but has low resolution and is limited to indoor applications. 
A Kinect camera is a commercial low cost equipment that can provide useful 
depth data, but has low resolution and is limited to indoor applications. A light-field 
camera (also known as plenoptic camera) captures information about the intensity of 




are traveling in space. The commercial availability of light field cameras such as 
Lytro and Raytrix opens up new possibilities for 3D reconstruction, which might be 
potentially better than most of the 3D reconstruction methods available today. The 
light field camera used in this project is the 1
st
 version Lytro light field camera.  
              
Figure 1.1: Lytro (1
st




One of the advantages of a light field camera in 3D reconstruction is that it 
allows the data acquisition process to be much easier. This is because capturing extra 
information about a scene is possible due to a different type of lens design compared 
to conventional cameras [3]. The extra information captured using a Lytro light-field 
camera includes depth data and directions of the incident light at the particular 
moment when the photo was taken, which can be utilised to refocus the image 
retrospectively. For 3D reconstruction, the depth data that can be obtained is of 
interest [4]. 
Depth data normally consist of a cloud of 3D coordinates, which is more 
commonly referred as point clouds, that depicts the dimensions and shapes of real 
world objects and environment. These 3D coordinates are essential in constructing a 
successful 3D digital model.  
The aim of this project is to utilise the technology of a light-field camera to 







1.2     PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The accuracy of the 3D model reconstructed based on light field 








To improve the accuracy of a 3D model reconstructed based on light-
field camera by optimising the image processing steps  
 
3.2 Scope of Study 
 
(i) 3D reconstruction of stationary objects as 3D reconstruction of 
moving objects is more complex and time consuming. Furthermore, 
the image acquisition process e.g. lighting variation, camera 

















2.1     Multi-Image 3D Reconstruction 
One of the methods for 3D reconstruction is multi-image 3D reconstruction. 
This method involves using a normal high resolution camera (DSLR) to capture 
multiple images of a large building from different angles and position, and then 
processing the images separately and finally combining the information together 
using Agisoft PhotoScan SFM-DMVR software to achieve 3D reconstruction [2]. 
The major disadvantage of this approach is that it is computationally expensive. It 
would require more than 20 hours to build the satisfactory 3D digital model with an 
8-core Intel i7 processor at 3.50 Ghz, 32GB of RAM and a NVidia Geforce GTX580 
3GB RAM graphics card [2].  
 
2.2     3D Reconstruction from Multi-Focused Images 
The University of Calabria, Italy presented a method of 3D reconstruction of 
small sized objects from a sequence of multi-focused images [5]. For this method, 
controlled lighting and a specially calibrated stage is required. In this controlled 
environment, multi-focused images of different parts of a small object mounted on 
the stage will be captured using a high resolution conventional camera. These photos 
will then be processed using Multi-View Stereo Software PMVS2 for 3D 
reconstruction of the small object. The main disadvantage of this method is that it 
requires a controlled environment, which is often not the case for outdoor 3D 
reconstruction purposes. Besides that, this method is only applicable for 







2.3     3D Reconstruction by Modifying Cameras 
There had been efforts to modify conventional cameras so it uses the 
principle of light field to achieve 3D reconstruction [6]. One of these methods is to 
mask the aperture of a high resolution conventional camera to make it an external 
mask based depth and light field camera [6]. This will result in only allowing light 
rays within small field of view to enter the aperture of camera. Through the known 
properties of the mask, the angular information can be captured and studied. Multi 
depth fusion and Markov Random Field (MRF) is used to process the information 
and produce a depth map. However, the masking will result in less light entering the 
aperture of the camera, which might be a problem in low light conditions. 
 
2.4     3D Reconstruction by Combining Responses 
An alternative is to obtain depth from combining defocus and correspondence 
using light-field cameras. The basic steps of this method is to analyse 2D epipolar 
image obtained from light-field camera images, obtain the defocus and 
correspondence depth of the images, and lastly combine the information and use 
MRF to obtain depth information to be constructed to a 3D digital model [7].  The 
combined depth results in a better representation but the results are not consistent. 
The combined results can also be easily affected by dark and bright features of 
object. To overcome this, a certain calibration or manipulation in the algorithm can 
be done to adapt the usage of this method to different light field pictures under 
different conditions. Specifically the correspondence and defocus radiuses can be 
investigated to improve the depth representation results. 
 
To use a light-field camera for 3D reconstruction, it uses the general and 
distinct steps for any 3D reconstruction, data acquisition, manipulation and 
application [8]. Using a light-field camera for 3D reconstruction is possible because 
the data acquired includes depth data, which can be obtained from depth of field. In a 
photo taken by a light-field camera, depth of field is actually a range where the 
image is focused, beyond that depth of field, the image will be defocused [9]. The 




obtain 3D coordinates to form 3D data. These manipulated data can later be prepared 
to go through 3D data management processes to achieve 3D reconstruction that can 
be useful for various industrial applications. In short, the 3D reconstruction in this 
project goes through three main and distinct steps, firstly is to capture an image using 
Lytro, and extract the depth map or depth information from the photo, and process 


























































 The first step in the research methodology is to determine the spatial 
and depth resolution of Lytro camera. This is important as the resolutions will 
later be used as parameters for inputs of the algorithm. To obtain epipolar 
image (EPI) and shear the EPI is basically to cut the image into tiny 
segments, the purpose of this is to prepare it for the data processing step. To 
compute defocus responses is basically to compute the horizontal variance 
after vertical integration, to compute the correspondence responses is to 
compute the angular variance [7]. Lastly the responses will go through a 











Determine spatial and depth resolution 
Shear EPI 
Obtain defocus responses  
Obtain correspondence 
responses 
Determine optimal responses 












3.3     GANTT CHART 
 





22/9 29/9 06/10 13/10 20/10 27/10 03/11 10/11 17/11 24/11 01/12 08/12 15/12 22/12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Analyze researches about project                             
Obtain images under controlled environment and 
identify image for the purpose of study 
                            
Set a fixed point of focus (foreground in this period 
of study) and export  data in various formats: .lfr, 
.tiff,.png etc. 
                            
Run MATLAB Codes for Lytro Images                             
Analyse the results of MATLAB Codes               
Determine spatial and depth resolution of Lytro 
camera 














22/9 29/9 06/10 13/10 20/10 27/10 03/11 10/11 17/11 24/11 01/12 08/12 15/12 22/12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Obtain epipolar image (EPI) and shear EPI                             
Obtain defocus responses using MATLAB                             
Obtain correspondence responses using MATLAB                             
Determine the optimal responses using MATLAB                             









RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1     Generating 2D Depth Map 
Image with clear 3D characteristics was used in this study. The focus point of 
the image is fixed to one point in the picture to fully study the effects of the 
manipulating variables to the object. 
       
 
     Figure 4.1: Image of Study 
 
A depth image was successfully obtained from the image of study, the image 
represents the real world using the intensity of colour. A higher intensity or a darker 
grey colour in the depth image represents a distance that is nearer to camera or the 
foreground of the image. A low intensity or light grey colour in the preliminary depth 








image indicates object that is further away from camera, or at the background of the 
image. In short, the higher the intensity of colour in the depth image, the nearer the 
object is to the camera or to the foreground and vice versa. Although a depth image 
was successfully obtained as shown in Figure 4.2 (right), the depth is not obvious 
and clear from the figure pictures. More complicated codes have to be implemented 
on the pictures to obtain a more detailed depth image that has better quality. 
 
     
Figure 4.2: Comparison of Real Image (Left) and 2D Depth Map (Right) 
 
4.2     Decoding and Visualising Planar Slices 
  Two sets of MATLAB code had been tested to generate 3D data. The first is 
the “LFToolbox0.3”, and the second is the “slicer_2013.11.28”. LFToolbox0.3 is a 
set of tools for working with light field (plenoptic) image in MATLAB. Its features 
include decoding, camera calibration, rectification, colour correction and 
visualization of light field images. “LFToolbox0.3” has functions for reading gantry-
style light fields and for directly reading Lytro LFP files including support for Lytro 
Illum and Lytro Desktop 4. On the other hand, “slicer_2013.11.28” consists of 
interfaces for exploring 3D images by visualizing planar slices. The interface also 













Testing had been done on the MATLAB codes, but no useful result have been  
obtained yet, in most cases there are errors in running the code, possibly because of 
incompatibility of input data or missing inputs.. The MATLAB codes have to 
continue to be explored and tested. The result of the MATLAB codes is shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
The spatial resolution of Lytro camera is 380 x 380 pixels. Its depth 
resolution has yet to be determined.  At present, the 3D data can only be visualised as 
a depth map, but the depth information cannot be extracted yet. Depth resolution 




Figure 4.3: Output from LFT/slicer 
 
4.3     Compute Defocus and Correspondence Responses  
Since previous attempts of using “LFToolbox0.3” and “slicer_2013.11.28” 
failed in generating a reasonable depth map, a new MATLAB code 
“Tao13_LF_Depth” is being tested [7]. “Tao13_LF_Depth” is an algorithm that acts 




defocus and correspondence depth cues. Defocus cues are previously obtained 
through multiple image exposures focused at different depths, while correspondence 
cues needs multiple exposures at different viewpoints or multiple cameras, now both 
of the cues can be obtained in a single capture using a light field camera.  
The algorithm was tested successfully and results were generated using the 
sample data [7]. Figure 4.4 shows the successful work flow of the algorithm tested 
and the time it consumed. The code works in 4 stages, the first stage is to remap the 
light field jpeg file to a standard compatible with the algorithm. The second stage is 
to shear the EPI and compute both defocus and correspondence and depth cue 
responses. The third stage involves finding the optimal depth and confidence of the 
responses, this is done by choosing the highest response for defocus responses and 
lowest response for correspondence responses using mathematical formulas inputted 
into MATLAB. Lastly both cues are combined in a Markov Random Field (MRF) 
global optimization process in the fourth stage [10]. The depth resolution is set to be 
a default value of 256 [7]. 
 
 






As shown in the MATLAB command window of Figure 4.4, most of the time 
of computing was in the second stage: “Computing Defocus and Correspondence 
Responses”. This is because in the second stage the determination of spatial gradient 
for defocus responses and angular variance for correspondence responses is 
computationally intensive. Figure 4.5 shows the sample input data while Figure 4.6 
shows the results generated in the form of image set.  
As shown in the image set in Figure 4.6, by comparing the left image (result 
from defocus analysis) and the middle image (result from correspondence analysis), 
it can be clearly seen that the middle image has a better and clearer representation of 
the plant outline in the foreground but have noisy data in the background (scattering 
dots in the background) that can affect the accuracy of 3D map, while the left image 
has a clearer representation of the background (clearer background with less noisy 
data) but a poor representation of the outline of the plant in the foreground. Therefore 
by combining both of the analysis and using MRF optimization code, a clearer and 
better depth image can be produced. 
 
 












Figure 4.6: Image Set (Result) – Defocus Analysis (Left), Correspondence Analysis 
(Middle), Final Depth Estimations (Right)   
 
A depth output in table form is also obtained. The depth output is in 362 x 
311 matrix, as shown in Figure 4.13. The depth ranges from -0.1298 to 0.5329. 362 x 
311 represents the X and Y coordinates of the depth map, while the value that ranges 
from -0.1298 to 0.5329 represents the Z coordinates. Z coordinate indicates the depth 
at different points of the represented depth map, values nearer to 0 represents nearer 
objects with respect to the camera. On the other hand, the larger the value of Z 
coordinate, the further the object is from the camera when the picture was captured. 
The reason for the small values for Z coordinate is because the actual depth 
information is being scaled down. To obtain the actual depth values, certain 
calibrations might be needed, examples of calibrations methods available includes 
checkerboard calibration, plane based calibration, and also joint depth and colour 
calibration. 
 
Clearer Outline of Plant 
(Correspondence Analysis) 
Noisy Data at 
the Background 
Less Noise at the 
Background 









4.5     Generating 3D Depth Map 
The 3D depth map generated is shown in Figure 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10. For 
the depth map that is represented in RGB (Red, Green, Blue), blue colour represents 
near objects with respect to the camera, green colour represents objects with medium 
distance, and red colour represents objects that are farthest from the camera, as 
shown in Figure 4.11. 
 
 























Figure 4.9: 3D Depth Map (Top View) 
 




By having a comparison between the 3D depth map produced and the real 
picture as shown in Figure 4.11, it can be seen that up till this stage, a relatively 
accurate 3D depth map can be acquired. This is shown by the outlines of the plant 
that are identical in the 3D depth map and real picture, with correct representation of 
the plant that is nearer to the camera (blue region) and other plants or trees that are 
further from the camera (red, yellow and green region). 
 
   
Figure 4.11: 3D Depth Map (left), Input Picture (Middle), Superimposition (Right) 
 
4.6     Manipulating Defocus and Correspondence Radius   
Attempts to generate similar results using user data from Lytro camera have 
failed with errors at the computation stage, suspected to be due to a difference in 
input file format and content of the input file [11]. The computation failed in the 
stage of shearing the EPI. With some minor modifications in the MATLAB code and 
using “Cygwin” terminal to compile “lfptools” package, similar results using own 
data can be obtained. Figure 4.12 shows the picture obtained from Lytro camera, 
where a Tupperware bottle is the focus of the image, while Figure 4.13 shows the 
sheared picture after successful modifications in MATLAB code and compilation of 
packages. The generated result is shown in Figure 4.14.  
 
The effect of shearing as shown in Figure 4.13 is the division of the original 
picture to a picture with multiple segments or pixels. This is to prepare the image to 




shows the correspondence analysis (middle) successfully shows the features of the 
bottle in the picture while the defocus analysis (left) yields a result that has no clear 




Figure 4.12: Own Data from Lytro Camera 
 
  
Figure 4.13: Sheared Picture of Own Data 






Figure 4.14: Resulting Image Set of Own Data– Defocus Analysis (Left), 
Correspondence Analysis (Middle), Final Depth Estimations (Right)   
 
 In order to obtain a better defocus analysis, the parameter value of the 
defocus analysis radius in the Tao13_LF_Depth algorithm was changed. Defocus 
analysis radius determines the radius or area of each computation of defocus analysis 
that will be performed in a particular image. Theoretically, the smaller the defocus 
analysis radius, the clearer the distinction of the depth image will be. The defocus 
analysis radius is varied from a value of 9 to 1. As a result, defocus result in Figure 
4.15 depicts a successful distinction of features of the bottle and surrounding objects 
if compared to defocus result in Figure 4.14 with a defocus analysis radius of 1. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Image Set (Result With Defocus Analysis Radius = 1) – Defocus 




To investigate the effect of correspondence analysis radius, the radius is both 
decreased and increased from its default value of 9. From Figure 4.16 it can be seen 
that when correspondence analysis radius is decreased to a value to 1, the distinctive 
features of the objects start to become less obvious, and many noisy data are present 
in the analysis. This will cause the 3D reconstruction be less accurate. On the other 
hand, as the correspondence analysis radius increases to 20, the difference in the 
result is not much by visual inspection. 
 
     
Figure 4.16: Correspondence Analysis Result – Radius = 1(Left), Radius = 9 
(Middle), Radius = 20 (Right) 
 
The effect of change in value for radius (defocus and correspondence) and the 
analysis result (defocus and correspondence) are tabulated in Table 4.1 and 4.2. 
Optimum defocus and correspondence analysis radius is needed to generate a depth 
representation with clear object outlines and clear distinctive features. From the 
tables, it can be deduced that the optimum defocus analysis radius is 1 and the 
optimum correspondence analysis radius is 9 to 20. Through experimental results, as 
the correspondence analysis radius increases above 20 the brightness of the image 
increases as well, but only minimal changes in clarity. Further works can be done on 
the outcome of this project to determine the accurate volume of the object studied for 
volume reconstruction purposes [12].  One of the methods for volume reconstruction 
can be to construct a 3D depth map using multiple cameras or using multiple view 









Outline of Objects 






As the defocus 
analysis radius 
decreases from 9 to 1, 
outlines of objects at 
different depths can be 
easily distinguished 
through observation. 
As the defocus analysis 
radius decreases from 9 
to 1, distinctive features 
such as cap of bottle 
can be seen clearly. 
> 9 
As the defocus 
analysis radius 
increases from 9 to 
20, outlines of objects 
at different depths are 
not able to be 
distinguished clearly. 
As the defocus analysis 
radius increases from 9 
to 20, there is no clear 
representation on 
distinctive features of 
object studied. 
Conclusion 
Depth representation of defocus analysis result improves as the 
radius decreases from 9 to 1, as the radius increases from 9 and 
above, the outlines and distinctive features of objects of object at 





















As the correspondence 
analysis radius 
decreases from 9 to 1, 
outlines of objects at 
different depths 
became more difficult 
to be distinguished. 
As the correspondence 
analysis radius 
decreases from 9 to 1, 
the distinctive features 






increases from 9 to 
20, outlines of objects 
at different depths are 
clearly distinguished. 
Brightness of the 
resulting image 
increases. 
As the correspondence 
analysis radius 
increases from 9 to 20, 
distinctive features of 
the objects studied are 
obvious. Brightness of 
the resulting image 
increases. 
Conclusion 
Depth representation of correspondence analysis result 
deteriorates as the radius decreases from 9 to 1. As the radius 
increases from 9 to 20, the analysis results remain similar but 
the brightness of the resulting image increases, the outlines 
and distinctive features of objects of object at different depths 









CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 In conclusion, the recently commercialised light-field camera is a very 
interesting concept not only for photography but for 3D reconstruction. The ability of 
light-field camera to capture 3D information of a scene, allows it to obtain depth data 
of the captured environment as well, which is essential for the purpose of 3D 
reconstruction. 3D reconstruction using Lytro light-field camera has three basic 
steps, data acquisition, data acquisition, manipulation and application. Data 
acquisition for this project is done by taking pictures and images using a Lytro light-
field camera, data manipulation such as extracting and processing EPI and depth 
data, and finally the processed 3D data are used to construct a 3D digital model in the 
phase of application. The next step is to extract the 3D depth data in the form of 
matrix [X, Y, Z] for 3D reconstruction. Due to the special file formats used by Lytro 
Company, it is necessary to find a suitable MATLAB Code that can read and 
manipulate the 3D data through hacking or other computation methods.  
At the end of this project, 2D depth map can be generated from light field 
pictures while 3D depth maps can be generated using the computing defocus and 
correspondence algorithm [7]. The 3D depth map produced has identical shape and 
correct depth representations for objects based on the different colours in the depth 
map representing different depths of objects. Besides that, the effect of change in 
value for defocus and correspondence analysis radius were studied. From the results 
obtained, defocus analysis radius is recommended to be of a small value while 
correspondence analysis radius should in the range of 9 to 20 to have a correct and 
satisfactory depth representation.  Any values higher than 20 for correspondence 
radius will still generate satisfactory results but with higher brightness of resulting 
image. By using optimum defocus and correspondence analysis radius, the result 
generated will have a clear representation on the outlines of objects at different 




achieved, which is to improve the accuracy of a 3D model reconstructed based on 




For recommendations for this project in the future, firstly the computing 
depth and correspondence algorithm has to be explored more to understand the scale 
for scaling down the depth distance, and implement any calibration needed to obtain 
the real depth values. After that, the volume of the 3D depth map can be determined 
for future volume reconstruction purposes. Besides that, another recommendation is 
to make the steps to do 3D reconstruction as short and concise as possible. It is 
recommended to have fewer steps to achieve a satisfactory representation of 3D 
digital model, such as to combine the shearing EPI algorithm and the computing 
defocus and correspondence algorithm to save time and effort in processing the 
images. Another recommendation would be to use the second version of light-field 
camera called Illum that promises better specifications such as higher resolution of 
photo taken. Last but not least, it is also recommended to use softwares such as 
Rapidform to do 3D data management, which is powerful and robust enough to 
manage 3D data. Using the softwares, 3D data management such as filtering, 
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